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Case Study:
The Challenge.

LT Solution.

In an ever increasing and competitive
recruitment environment, it is essential to
deliver a strong, relevant and consistent
message across all customer touchpoints
to ensure maximum cut through.

The Foundation

Many consultants at gap professional were selling the proposition
short as they lacked the tools at their fingertips to tailor and
deliver the best solution to meet each customer need.

This ensured the resulting tool and collateral was laser-focused in
delivering against the business need. Not only that, our approach
is always taken from a position of knowledge. We undertook
significant research into the market (competitor and general) and
a full assessment of all the existing gap professional collateral.

Following the recent introduction of a new brand identity, our
client felt this was the ideal opportunity to take action. We lead
the wider gap personnel group, with a tool that could be used
internally to train/sell and be used externally as a takeaway and
reference for new business meetings.

Lead Talent always position ourselves as an extension of our
client’s team. When presented with this brief and in order to fully
understand the challenge, we immersed ourselves in the gap
professional business by undertaking an intensive discovery
process, which included a series of workshops and interviews.

Building the Brand
Once we had undertaken our full knowledge and discovery
process it was essential that we built a tone of voice document
so that the content effectively brought to life the gap
professional group values. Only when this was complete could
the creative process begin.
Our highly skilled, in house copywriting team and partner
creatives, set about building a Sale Pack that would answer all
the needs (and more) of the business. The folder outer framed
up the gap professional business, values, way of working and
compelling reasons to appoint. Each of the inners outlined the
gap professional products and sector specific experience.
Through clear copy outlining the services and products offered,
validated by testimonials, case studies and infographs, we
built a tool that positioned gap professional as a truly
market-leading business.
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What our Client said
We were in desperate need for a sales tool solution
that would elevate our business proposition, harness
our skill set and position our knowledge, vision and
values in a consistent way, at every customer touch
point: verbal, print and digital.

Go Live
As a recruitment specialist Management Consultancy, we
believe that effective business solutions should be built around
the pillars of Strategy, Talent and Brand. To ensure absolute
and effective implementation, our Talent Development hosted
a series of workshops with the gap professional sales team to
effectively launch the Sales Packs internally and empower
the team.
These highly practical training sessions provided Consultants
with the opportunity to apply this new content in different
scenarios to ensure effective and confident application from
the go. The end result: a desire to roll out additional content
and Sales Packs across all divisions of the gap personnel group.

The solution Lead Talent developed truly surpassed all
of our expectations. Combined with the Lead Talent
training programme to launch, this has ensured
effective use from day one. We are already in
conversations about further projects.

Katy Hipkiss

Divisional Manger,
gap professional
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